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Abstract

Recent studies in social sciences show that there exist important e¤ects of social
networks on technology adoption decisions. None of these studies have di¤erentiated
these social interaction e¤ects along pathways. Using quasi-panel data, uniquely col-
lected for this purpose in three villages in rural India covering the period 2001-2008, I
show how one can distinguish between the in�uences of social learning, imitation and
social norms on Bacillus thuringiensis cotton technology adoption decisions. Prelim-
inary results indicate that social learning and imitation play a signi�cant role in the
decision to adopt Bt cotton technology.
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1 Introduction

When new agricultural technologies are introduced in developing countries, adoption often

does not occur immediately. Instead farmers follow a complex pattern of gradual adoption,

dis-adoption and sometimes non-adoption, resulting in an S-shaped adoption curve when

plotting number of adopters against time (Feder et al. 1985, Besley and Case 1993, Sund-

ing and Zilberman 2001). While prices, income and individual�s attributes, such as risk

aversion, are known determinants of adoption behavior, recent contributions in sociology

and economics have pointed towards the importance of so-called social interaction e¤ects,

a general term encompassing both pecuniary and non-pecuniary e¤ects of individuals on

eachother, such as social learning, social norms and imitation.

Farmers learn about prices of inputs and outputs, use of inputs and expected yields given

these inputs through experimentation, from the media, input dealers, and from eachother,

the latter being referred to as social learning (Bandiera and Rasul 2006, Baird 2003, Conley

and Udry 2001, Foster and Rosenzweig 1995, Moser and Barrett 2006, Munshi 2004). In

addition, in conservative agricultural societies, a farmer�s choice could be directly in�uenced

by the choices of other farmers through the prevailing social norms; i.e., deviation from the

standard agricultural practises entails a non-monetary cost, for instance, social exclusion

(Appadurai 1989, Moser and Barrett 2006, Rogers 1965, Vasavi 1994). Finally, farmers can

a¤ect each other through one-on-one imitation, increasing or decreasing the demand for Bt

cotton, respectively referred to, using Leibenstein�s terminology (1950), bandwagon e¤ect

and snobe¤ect (Bandiera and Rasul 2006, Pomp and Burger 1995, Rogers 1965).

These studies face three main challenges. First, one needs to separate the social interac-

tion e¤ects from the correlated e¤ects, i.e., the unobservables which seemingly coordinate the

actions of the agents through similar constraints, for instance climatic and soil conditions.

Second, one needs to di¤erentiate between the various social interaction e¤ects. This is not

straightforward as these interactions will lead to the same reduced form e¤ects in the data:

correlated behavior. For instance, two farmers might be adopting a crop because they both

learned from the same source about its pro�tability, or because one imitates the other, or

because only if they coordinate and produce the same crop, will a trader �nd it worthwhile
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to come to the village and pick up the produce. However, di¤erentiation along pathways

is crucial from a policy perspective. The right strategy to stimulate increased and quicker

uptake of promising technologies depends fundamentally on the structure of the technology

adoption processes at the farm level; in other words, di¤erent constraints imply di¤erent

policy measures. If a lack of information is the constraining factor, agricultural extension

services might be a �rst best response. But which farmers does one then target: the well-

educated, richer farmers, or the less-educated, poorer farmers? If farmers in a certain village

seem to imitate the village leader, convincing the village leader of the bene�ts of the new

technology might be su¢ cient. Third, one needs to �nd measures of the social relations

of each individual in the sample, a di¢ cult task due to the multi-dimensionality and sheer

multitude of these relationships.

In this article, I build on the existing literature; using the adoption process of Bacillus

thuringiensis, henceforth Bt, cotton in rural India as an example, I show how to distinguish

between the in�uences of three di¤erent social interaction processes: social learning, imita-

tion and social norms. The Bt technology was introduced in India in 2002. Studies have

shown that adopting this technology can lead to a substantial reduction in pesticide use and

sizable yield e¤ects where pest damage by bollworms is not e¤ectively controlled otherwise

(Qaim 2003).

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. The next section gives some back-

ground information on the Bt cotton technology, the study area and the data collected.

Section three outlines the theoretical model and the empirical identi�cation strategy. Sec-

tion four discusses the results and section �ve concludes.

2 Background

2.1 Bacillus thuringiensis cotton technology in India

India is one of the largest producers of cotton in the world. In 2008, India produced 5,443

thousand metric tons of cotton versus 2,985 thousand metric tons in the US. About one

fourth of this production is exported. In terms of yield, India is at the tail-end of the
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distribution. The average cotton yield in 2008 in India is 579 kg/ha versus 951 kg/ha in

the US and 1,325 kg/ha in China (see Table 1). However, yields in India have increased

substantially since the early 90s (see Figure 2.1). The main cotton producing states in India

are Gujarat, Maharashtra, Punjab and Andhra Pradesh, producing over 80 percent of the

cotton in India, with an average yield of, respectively, 625 kh/ha, 253 kg/ha, 750 kg/ha and

381 kg/ha ginned cotton in 2006-07.1

Table 1.1: Basic cotton statistics of China, US and India

Country Cotton Production* Cotton Exports1 Cotton Yields2

1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2008 2008 2008

China 2,700 4,137 4,507 4,768 4,420 7,947 16 1,325

USA 2,421 2,924 3,376 3,897 3,742 2,985 2,830 951

India 1,322 1,964 1,989 2,885 2,380 5,443 1,328 579
Source: United States Department of Agriculture, PSD Online, Updated 10/10/2008.

Notes: 1 in thousand metric tons; 2 in kg/ha (ginned) cotton

Main losses in cotton production in India are due to its predominant cultivation under

rainfed conditions and its susceptibility to 166 species of insects, pests and diseases. To-

day, around 50 percent of pesticides used in India are used on cotton (ISAAA 2005). The

major pests a¤ecting cotton are: jassids, aphids, white �y, and bollworms. The cotton boll-

worm complex comprises the American bollworm (Helicoverpa armigera), pink bollworm

(Pectinophora gossypiella), spiny bollworm (Earias insulana) and spotted bollworm (Earias

vittella) (ISAAA 2005, Asia-Paci�c Consortium of Agricultural Biotechnology 2006).

1Source: INDIASTAT. Selected State-wise Estimated Yield of Cotton in India in 2006-07. Note the
all-India average is 421 kg/ha.
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As a response to the bollworm pest problems, Monsanto developed the Bt GM (Geneti-

cally Modi�ed) technology during the 1980s. In collaboration with the Maharashtra Hybrid

Seed Company (Mahyco), the technology was then introduced into several of Mahyco�s hy-

brid breeding lines during the 1990s. In 2002, the Genetic Engineering Approval Committee

(GEAC) approved the commercial release of three Bt cotton cultivars of Mahyco. As of

August 2008, 225 cotton cultivars with one of the Bt constructs have been approved by

GEAC. These Bt cultivars contain a gene (cry gene) sourced from the soil bacterium Bacil-

lus thuringiensis in their DNA sequence.2 This gene produces a protein that is toxic to

several insects of the Lepidoptera order; amongst others, the American bollworm, the spiny

bollworm, the spotted bollworm, and to a lesser extent, the pink bollworm. The Bt gene

does not e¤ectively control against all bollworms and provides no protection against other

pests and diseases. Also, when a Bt gene is inserted in the DNA of a plant it only a¤ects

its pest resistance. It does not a¤ect its duration, drought resistance, �ber length, expected

yield etc. These properties are determined by the cultivar in which the gene was inserted.

However, only few studies compare two �isogenic� cultivars (i.e., having the same genes),

2This protein, when entering the gut of the insect in the larvae phase, meets a receptor protein, it binds
with it, and punctures the wall of the intestine, which leads to paralysis and eventually death of the insect.
This receptor protein is only found in insects of the Lepidoptera order.
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the Bt cultivar versus the non-Bt cultivar. The e¤ect on pesticide use, yield and hence prof-

its from switching from any non-Bt to any Bt cultivar can therefore be decomposed in two

e¤ects: the Bt e¤ect and the germplasm e¤ect. The Bt technology can lead to a substantial

reduction in pesticide use and sizable yield e¤ects where pest damage by bollworms is not

e¤ectively controlled otherwise.

2.2 The data collected

The three villages selected for this study are part of the Village Level Studies (VLS) program

of the International Crop Research Institute of the Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT). In this

program, ICRISAT followed up 300 randomly selected households from six villages during

the period 1975-1985 on a three-weekly basis. This dataset, known as the �rst generation

VLS, contains detailed household (income, wealth, consumption, and labor) and plot level

(input/output) data.3 In 2001, ICRISAT restarted the panel, revisting the �rst generation

VLS households and their split-o¤s, in addition to x newly added households to make the

sample representative for each village in terms of land-holding size.4 During the period Au-

gust 2007-November 2008, I collected an additional round of data among the three out of

six villages: Aurepalle in the Mahbubnagar district in Andhra Pradesh and Kanzara and

Kinkhed in the Akola district in Maharashtra. I covered 245 VLS farmers, 20 progressive

farmers and 3 village leaders using a combination of experiments and questionnaires, in-

cluding both quantitative and qualitative, objective and subjective, closed and open-end

questions. Among the VLS farmers, I conducted a household questionnaire and plot-level

questionnaires for each plot. Among the progressive farmers, I carried out a progressive

farmer questionnaire, containing a larger recall-section than the household questionnaire.

Finally, I completed a village questionnaire, including information on climate and village in-

frastructure, with the assistance of the village pradhan, three knowledgeable people in each

village, the Mandal/Tehsil Revenue O¢ ce5 and the District Collector�s O¢ ce.

3For an overview of the goals, methods and outcomes of the �rst generation VLS see Singh et al. (1985)
and Walker and Ryan (1990).

4For an overview of the goals, methods and outcomes of the second generation VLS up to 2005 see
Bantilan et al. (2006) and Rao and Charyulu (2007)

5Mandal refers to the third-level administrative area in Andhra Pradesh, below state and district. The
equivalent in other states is tehsil.
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The household questionnaire includes sections on household composition, landholding

(including soil characteristics), agricultural machinery and income, and a recall section on

cotton adoption, production and marketing.6 It also contains a section on self-perception

regarding risk-aversion, time-preferences and ability, perceived health and environmental

hazards associated with Bt cotton and social networks. In addition, I elicited risk aver-

sion, beliefs regarding yield distributions and social networks within the village using an

experimental set-up. The risk game, based on Lybbert and Just (2007), consists of four

hypothetical farming seasons; for each season I elicited the farmer�s maximim willingness-

to-pay for a bag of cotton seed that gives a particular yield distribution. The results of this

game provide a proxy for risk aversion. The yield distribution game, based on Lybert et al.

(2007), asks the farmer to construct four yield density function of two Bt cultivars and two

non-Bt cultivars of their choice conditional on the plot characteristics of their own plots.

The plot-level questionnaire includes questions on the per-plot agricultural inputs used and

outputs produced, included prices.

I measure social networks in three di¤erent ways. The �rst way is to ask the farmer how

many farmers he knew in each year since 2001-02 in di¤erent social groups (total, village,

relatives) that adopted Bt cotton in that year and what the experience of these farmers was

with Bt cotton. This method has the advantage of capturing all information and imitation

links of the farmer, but, as we know little about these contacts, provides little information

on the nature of learning and imitation. Secondly, I use a random matching within sample

experiment based on Conley and Udry (2001) and Santos and Barrett (2007). Through

this method, I elicit the characteristics of the relationship between two randomly drawn

respondents, both members of the VLS sample. Each VLS respondent is matched up with

six randomly drawn VLS respondents and four �xed progressive farmers. The questions asked

regarding this relationship include: how long have you known person X?, how frequently do

you talk to person X?, how risk averse are you compared to person X?, how pro�table are

you on your farm compared to person X?, and a set of questions on the knowledge of the X�s

farming activities in terms of inputs and outputs. As we know the characteristics of person

X drawn, this method can shed more light on the nature of learning and imitation, but

6This section overlaps with the data collected in the 2001-2007 ICRISAT-VLS.
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might - under certain conditions - incorrectly represent the population of information and

imitation contacts of the respondent. Thirdly, I asked the respondent who he would go to for

information if they had problems with their cotton crop, including some characteristics of

person X�s farming activities and the relationship between the respondent and person X. This

method provides a proxy of all the strong information links of the respondent. To control for

information from institutional sources, I added a section on the information obtained since

2001-02 from contacts with extension agents, NGOs, input dealers and ICRISAT.

The questionnaire includes one direct question regarding social norms ("when you adopted

Bt cotton, did you experience any resistance from fellow farmers, relatives or others?"). As

such, identi�cation of the social norms e¤ect will be solely based on the implications of

theoretical model. As some of the resistance in agricultural societies �nd its roots in a col-

lective fear of the unknown, I collected data on the farmer�s views and the perceived views

of di¤erent social groups of the e¤ects of Bt cotton on animal health, human health and the

environment.

I add these data to six rounds of the ICRISAT-VLS data (2001-07), containing household

composition, landholding, per-plot agricultural inputs used and output produced, machinery,

income and wealth data, to form a quasi-panel dataset, encompassing seven cropping years,

from 2001-02 to 2007-08.

Table 2.1 gives the basic statistics of the three villages. Aurepalle, with 925 households

individuals is the largest village of the three. It is situated in the drought-prone Telangana

region of Andhra Pradesh. The soils in this region, al�sols, are generally su¢ cient for good

crop production, but as they are acidic in nature, require fertilizers and tend to be prone

to erosion. Kanzara and Kinkhed, with respectively 319 and 189 households, are located

in the somewhat less dought-prone Akola district of West Maharashtra. The soils in this

region, vertisols, with their high clay content and poor physical condition are very susceptible

to erosion, but as their chemical properties are excellent, can give high yield if properly

managed.The average education level of the respondent (i.e., the main decision-maker with

regard to agriculture) is low, especially in Aurepalle (2.21 years). In Aurepalle, Kanzara and

Kinkhed, respectively, 60%, 85% and 83% of the sampled households have farmed cotton in

the last seven years and of these, respectively, 76%, 47% and 10% have adopted Bt cotton
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at any point in time in the last seven years.

Table 2.1: Introducing the three study villages

Aurepalle Kanzara Kinkhed

Number of households in village 925 319 189

Number of households in sample 127 63 55

Soils1 Al�sol Vertisols Vertisol

Average rainfall (mm/year)2 542 1140 1052

Distance to nearest town (km) 10;12 9 12

Phone service in the village (year establishment) 1978;2003 2002 1993

% of households that farms cotton3 60 85 83

% of cotton farmers that adopts Bt cotton3 76 47 10

Average education level of respondent (in years) 2.21 6.5 6.4

Average number of household members 4.22 4.87 4.50

Average yearly income (Rs)4 43,543 53,720 38,087

Notes: 1Source: Walker and Ryan (1990) using the USDA Soil Taxonomy system; 2Period: 2005-2007;

3period:2001-2008; 4 in 2004-2005. The two �gures for Aurepalle refer to the main village of Aurepalle and

the sub-village Nallavaripalli respectively

3 Model and identi�cation strategy

3.1 Theoretical model

Consider a representative farmer, denoted with subscript i. Subscript i is implied unless

otherwise noted. Appendix B gives a list of the notation used in the model. The farmer�s

per-period well-being u is a function of the farmer�s consumption, denoted c, and a non-

material satisfaction term, denoted s. 7 I assume that this (di¤erentiable) utility function

takes the following shape:

ut � u(ct; st) (3.1)

7Note that I abstract from intra-household issues and the labor-leisure decision.
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@u

@ct
> 0 and

@2u

@c2t
< 0 and

@u

@st
> 0 (3.2)

The satisfaction term is included to capture social norms and imitation e¤ects and is de�ned

as in 3.3, with Ai;bt;t and Aj;bt;t, respectively, farmer�s i and farmer j�s acreage under Bt cotton

at time t, Ni the set of farmers to whom farmer i is connected, �ij a parameter capturing

the importance of individual j for farmer i in determining the social norm, Ai;bt;t a 1 by jNij

vector with each element of the vector equal to Ai;bt;t and Aj;bt;t a 1 by jNij vector with the

jNij elements equal to Aj;bt;t for all farmers j farmer i is connected to.8

sit � s
"�����Ai;bt;t � X

8j2Ni

�ijAj;bt;t

����� ; jAi;bt;t �Aj;bt;tj
#

(3.3)

The �rst term in 3.3, denoted by �it, is the absolute value of the deviation of farmer�s i

behavior from the social norm. This social norm is represented by the weighted sum of the

actions of the other farmers within i�s network, with
P

j2Ni�ij = 1. The second term in

3.3, a 1 by jNij vector, captures imitation e¤ects. Each element of this vector, denoted by

�ijt, represents the deviation of farmer�s i behavior from farmer j�s behavior. I assume that

deviation from the social norm entails a loss in satisfaction.

@u

@�it

< 0 (3.4)

Turning to the production side of the model, the farmer possesses four kinds of capital:

labor (L), land (A), unproductive wealth (W) and knowledge (K). Labor and land are as-

sumed to be �xed over time. 9 The stochastic production function of a crop-cultivar, denoted

k 2 f1; 2; ::Kg, is de�ned as in 3.5, with Lkt and Akt; respectively, labor and land allocated

to crop-cultivar k in period t, xkt a vector of variable inputs to crop-cultivar in period t and

�k capturing unexpected shocks caused by weather �uctuations, diseases and pests etc. For

tractability, I abstract from the learning process about the production function and include

8Note that I abstract from the various Bt-cotton crop cultivars available.
9Note that I did not include a human capital state variable. This also implies that I abstract from

the health implications of pesticide use. Even though the health implications (for the farmer) of incorrect
pesticide use are known to be severe in developing countries (Antle and Pingali 1994, Pingali et al. 1994),
the data does not allow me to look at these issues.
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a crop-cultivar speci�c knowledge term Kkt in the production function:

ykt � yk (Akt; Lkt; xkt; Kkt; �k) (3.5)

�k ~ N(0; �k) (3.6)

Knowledge can now be de�ned as a vector of crop-cultivar speci�c knowledge:

K = (K1; K2; :::KK) (3.7)

Immediately after period t begins, crops are harvested. Farmer i observes yikt of all crop-

cultivars on his �elds and gets to know yjkt of the �elds of the farmers he is connected to. He

updates his knowledge to Kt and his wealth toWt and makes his decisions: consumption, ct,

net-borrowing, dt, labor, Lkt+1, land, Akt+1and xkt+1variable inputs for each crop-cultivar.

Assuming a time-separable utility function and discrete time steps, � 2 ft; t+ 1; :::g,

where � is the �integration dummy�, the farmer maximizes at each time period t the dis-

counted �ow of instantaneous utility over an in�nite horizon10:

V (Wt; Kt) = max
fct;dt;fLkt+1;Akt+1;xkt+1g8kg8t

E

" 1X
�=t

���tu(c� ; s� )

#
(3.8)

In 3.8, V(�) is the value function of the constrained maximization problem at time t, � 2

(0; 1) is the discount rate, summarizing preferences over time, and E is the expected value

operator given knowledge K. The farmer maximizes the objective function subject to multiple

10Note that I have abstracted from the fact that some variable input decisions are made throughout the
growing season, for instance, pesticides. However, as far as the decision to adopt Bt cotton versus non-Bt
cotton is concerned, and the acreage under Bt cultivation, what matters is the expected pesticide use, not
the actual pesticide use.
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constraints:

X
8k

Lkt+1 = L (3.9)X
8k

Akt+1 = A (3.10)

ct +
X
8k

pi:xkt+1 � dt + r:dt�1 � Wt (3.11)

In 3.11, the budget constraint, pc is set equal to zero, pi denotes the vector of

variable input prices and r denotes the gross interest rate. 3.9 re�ects the labor constraint

and 3.10 re�ects the land resource constraint. The farmer�s choices are also subject to the

following laws of motion:

Wt+1 =
X
8k

pk.yk;t+1 +

"
Wt �

"
ct +

X
8k

pixkt+1 � dt + r:dt�1

##
(3.12)

Kit+1 = K
�
Kit; fyiktg8k ; fyjktg8k;8j2Ni

�
(3.13)

In 3.12 pk denotes the price of crop-cultivar k . Note from 3.11 that large borrowings can

negative liquid wealth. As such, either per-period constraints or a transversality condition

needs to be imposed on the farmer in order to avoid a endless cycle of debt accumulation.

Opting for the latter, I impose:

lim
t�!1

�
�t
@u(ct)

@ct
Wt

�
= 0 (3.14)

Finally, the control variables in this dynamic optimization problem are subject to a non-

negativity constraint and the state variables to a set of initial conditions:

ct; Lkt+1; Akt+1;xkt+1; dt � 0 8k (3.15)

W (0) = W0 and K(0) = K0 (3.16)

Under certain conditions, the sequential problem as de�ned by 3.8 - 3.16 is equivalent
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to the simpler two-period problem, i.e., their value functions and solutions are identical.

Appendix A derives the First Order Conditions and Envelop Conditions of this two-period

problem. Let�s now focus on the production decisions regarding Bt cotton. Assume an interior

solution, i.e., Lbt;t > 0, Abt;t > 0 and xbt;t > 0. Combining the First Order Conditions and

the Envelope Conditions results in the following three Euler Equations:

Lbt;t : �:E

�
@ut+1
@ct+1

:pbt:
@ybt;t+1
@Lbt;t+1

+ �:
@ut+2
@ct+2

:

�
pbt:

@ybt;t+2
@Kbt;t+2

�
@Kt+1

@ybt;t+1
:
@ybt;t+1
@Lbt;t+1

�
= �L (3.17)

Abt;t :

"
@ut
@st

@st
@�it

+

�
@st
@�ijt

�
8j

#
+ �:E

24 @ut+1
@ct+1

:pbt:
@ybt;t+1
@Abt;t+1

+

�:@ut+2
@ct+2

:
h
pbt:

@ybt;t+2
@Kbt;t+2

i
@Kt+1

@ybt;t+1
:
@ybt;t+1
@Abt;t+1

35 = �A (3.18)

xbt;t :

�
@ut
@ct
:� pi

�
+ �E

24 @ut+1
@ct+1

:pbt:
@ybt;t+1
@xbt;t+1

+

�:@ut+2
@ct+2

:
h
pbt:

@ybt;t+2
@Kbt;t+2

i
@Kt+1

@ybt;t+1
:
@ybt;t+1
@xbt;t+1

35 = 0 (3.19)

In 3.17 and 3.18 �L and �A, respectively, denote the Lagrange multiplier on the labor and

land constraint. Following 3.17 the farmer choses his labor allocation such that the expected

marginal utility of allocating one unit of labor to each one of the crops is equal for all crops

and equal to the shadow price of labor. The expected marginal utility of allocating one more

unit of labor to Bt cotton is the sum of two terms: the additional utility due to additional

production and hence consumption in the next period and the additional utility due to

increased knowledge on the Bt cotton production function which will e¤ect production and

consumption in the next-next period. In the case of land, social norms and imitation enter

the picture. The �rst term in 3.18 re�ects the loss or gain in utility due to synchronising

one�s actions with the established social norm and/or with speci�c individuals. In case of the

variable inputs, the farmer additionaly trades-o¤ losses in current consumption with gains

in future consumption.

To conclude this section, consider the binary Bt cotton adoption decision. Denote the op-

timal solution at time period t conditional on Bt cotton adoption as
�
c�t ; d

�
t ;
�
L�kt+1; A

�
kt+1; x

�
kt+1

	
8k

�
and the corresponding satisfaction and state variables as s�t ;W

�
t+1; K

�
t+1 and the optimal solu-
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tion conditional on non-adoption as
�
c��t ; d

��
t ;
�
L��kt+1; A

��
kt+1; x

��
kt+1

	
8k

�
and the corresponding

satisfaction and state variables as s��t ;W
��
t+1; K

��
t+1 . When making the discrete adoption

decision at period t, the farmer compares the following two value functions:

Vbt(Wt; Kt) = [u(c�t ; s
�
t )] + �E

�
V (W �

t+1; K
�
t+1)
�

(3.20)

Vnon�bt(Wt; Kt) = [u(c��t ; s
��
t )] + �E

�
V (W ��

t+1; K
��
t+1)
�

(3.21)

3.2 Econometric identi�cation strategy

There are several ways in which one can approach estimation of the theoretical model outlined

above. One could specify functional forms for 3.1, 3.3 and 3.5, derive the policy functions

of interest (Lbt(�); Abt(�); xbt(�) and the binary Bt adoption decision rule) and estimate these

using GLS or maximum likelihood. On the other end of the spectrum, one can represent the

reduced form policy function using a �exible functional forms such as a trans-log speci�cation,

or approximate the reduced form policy function using a second-order Taylor Expansion. The

reduced form policy functions for Lbt; Abt and xbt are:

Li;bt;t = L(fpk;tg8k ;px;t;
X
8j2Ni

�ijAj;bt;t; fAj;bt;tg8j2Ni ;Wit; Kit; Li; Ai) (3.22)

Ai;bt;t = A(fpk;tg8k ;px;t;
X
8j2Ni

�ijAj;bt;t; fAj;bt;tg8j2Ni ;Wit; Kit; Li; Ai) (3.23)

xi;bt;t = x(fpk;tg8k ;px;t;
X
8j2Ni

�ijAj;bt;t; fAj;bt;tg8j2Ni ;Wit; Kit; Li; Ai) (3.24)

With knowledge at time t determined by (see 3.13):

Kit = K
�
Kit�1; fyiktg8k ; fyjktg8k;8j2Ni

�
(3.25)

Similarly, the binary adoption decision has the following reduced form:

Vbt � Vnon�bt = V (fpk;tg8k ;px;t;
X
8j2Ni

�ijAj;bt;t; fAj;bt;tg8j2Ni ;Wit; Kit; Li; Ai) (3.26)
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Taking the second-order Taylor expansion around the optimal decision of 3.22, one obtains

the following econometric speci�cation for the amount of labor put into the production of Bt

cotton, Lbt;t, with L � N(0; �L). Note that the derivation of the econometric speci�cation

of Abt;t and xbt;t are analogous.

Li;bt;t =

�
@Lbt
@pk

:pk;t

�
8k
+

�
@2Lbt
@p2kt

:p2k;t

�
8k
+
@Lbt
@px

:px;t +
@2Lbt
@p2x

:p2x;t +

@Lbt
@�i

:
X
8j2Ni

�ijAj;bt;t +
@2Lbt
@�2

i

:

"X
8j2Ni

�ijAj;bt;t

#2
+

�
@L

@�ij

:Aj;bt;t

�
8j2Ni

(3.27)

+

�
@2L

@�2
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:A2j;bt;t

�
8j2Ni

+
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@2Lbt
@W 2

:W 2
it +

@Lbt
@K

:Kit +

@2Lbt
@K2

:K2
it +

@Lbt
@L

:Li +
@2Lbt
@L2

:L2i +
@Lbt
@A

:Ai +
@2Lbt
@A2

:A2i + A;it

Following 3.26 one can derive the following probit speci�cation for the binary adoption deci-

sion, with bt ~N(0; �bt) andX = (fpk;tg8k ;px;t;
P

8j2Ni �ijAj;bt;t; fAj;bt;tg8j2Ni ;Wit; Kit; Li; Ai).

P (btit = 1) = P (Vbt � Vnon�bt > 0) = P (X 0:� + bt > 0) = �(X 0:�) (3.28)

Note that 3.27 (and similarly, the econometric speci�cation of Abt;t and xbt;t) and 3.28

assume that there are no individual di¤erences in the speci�cation of the utility function

3.1, the social norms and imitation function 3.3 and the production functions 3.5. These as-

sumptions are not necessarily correct. Especially the common utility function is problematic

as it assumes no individual di¤erences with regard to risk preferences. As preferences with

regard to risk are known to in�uence the adoption decision, I include a risk-coe¢ cient (Rri)

in 3.27 (and similarly, the econometric speci�cation of Abt;t and xbt;t) and 3.28. This risk

coe¢ cient is calculated from the results of the risk experiment (see Appendix C).

The data provides information on fpk;tg8k, px;t, Wit, Li and Ai. But what about the

terms
P

8j2Ni �ijAj;bt;t; fAj;bt;tg8j2Ni and Kit? Starting with the latter, from 3.25 one can

see that knowledge at time t is determined by knowledge at time t-1 and the realizations of

yields given the set of inputs of farmer i and his information contacts at time t. Knowledge

at time t-1 is determined by knowledge at time t-2 and the realizations of yields given the
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set of inputs of farmer i and his information contacts at time t-1, etc. Given the �nite

time horizon of the panel, one can rewrite 3.25, with t 2 f2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7g corresponding to

f2002� 03; 2003� 04; 2004� 05; 2005� 06; 2006� 07; 2007� 08g.

Kit = K
�n
yik1; yik2; yik3; :::; yikt�1; fyjk1; yjk2; :::; yjkt�1g8j2Ni

o
8k

�
(3.29)

To transform 3.29 into an econometric speci�cation, two questions need to be solved.

First, which other farmers j does one select? Second, how does one map (yjkt; Akt; Lkt; xkt)

onto Kk? Note that the latter involves the question of aggregation accross experiences of

di¤erent farmers.

Ideally, following the theoretical model, one would like to include all the information

contacts of each farmer. This is exactly what the �rst social network question does, asking

the number of farmers farmer i knew in each year since 2001-02 that adopted Bt cotton.

Assuming a linear K-mapping (with a1 and a2, respectively, the coe¢ cients on own experience

and others� experience), no updating of knowledge regarding the non-Bt crops, one can

replace the Kit term in 3.27 (and similarly, the econometric speci�cation of Abt;t and xbt;t)

and 3.28 with, where I is an indicator function taking the value of one if i (or j) adopt Bt

cotton and 0 if i (or j) do not adopt Bt cotton:

Kbt = a1:
�=t�1X
�=1

Ii;bt;� +
�=t�1X
�=1

X
8j

Ij;bt;� (3.30)

Admittingly, this linear mapping is a rather crude method of capturing the increase in

knowledge from own and others�experience. Ideally, one would like to take into account

certain aspects of j�s production (input and output) and the relationship between farmer

i and his contact j. Due to time constraints asking about these aspects is practically not

feasible. 11

As such, one needs to think about sampling the set of contacts of each farmer. Two of the

most popular techniques are respondent-driven snow-ball sampling and taking the �network

of a sample�. The �rst technique is useful when one is interested in properties of the network

11In addition, farmers often incorrectly report their peer�s behavior. This might or might not be a problem
depending on what drives the farmer�s action: the actual behavior of j or the pereceived behavior of j (see
Hogset and Barrett 2008).
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itself, but as it clearly results in a non-representative sample of the households, it is not a

useful technique for the economic analysis of the e¤ects of social networks on something else

(Scott 1991). The second technique, taking the "network of a sample", arti�cially truncates

the network, and clearly is not representative for the �network of the population� and as

such will result in biased estimates of the micro-economic behavior (Santos and Barrett

2007). The reason behind this bias is a positive covariance between the behavior of the

contacts sampled and the behavior of the contacts that aren�t sampled and as such are part

of the error term (see Appendix E). As such, I propose to use a third method, the random

matching within sample method. Depending on the structure of underlying network, this

method has the potential to provide unbiased estimates of the social learning e¤ects. Note

that in both "network of a sample" and "random matching within sample" one needs to

control for information coming from outside of the village as this might create spurious

correlation. The advantage of using this method is now one can take certain aspects of

j�s production and the relationship into account. In case of 3.28 it�s knowledge about the

pro�tability of Bt cotton that will drive the binary adoption decision, or:

Kbt = a1:
�=t�1X
�=1

Ii;bt;� + a2:
�=t�1X
�=1

X
8j linked to i in Si

Ij;bt;� + a3

�=t�1X
�=1

INF� (3.31)

With INF denoting a masure of the information coming from outside of the village. And "j

linked to i in Si" referring to "respondent i draws or is given the card of j in the random

matching within sample game, knows j, thinks that j is a cotton farmer and knows whether

j cultivates Bt cotton and the yield of j".

With regard to the social norm term,
P

8j2Ni �ijAj;bt;t, I give an equal importance to

all cotton farmers in the village,i.e., �ij = � = 1
number cotton farmers in the village In the imitation

term, fAj;bt;tg8j2Ni, only the four most "in�uential" progressive farmers of each village are

included as j�s. These are aggregated into one term, each given an equal weight.
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4 Results

Figure 4 plots the number of Bt cotton farmers as percentage of the total number of cotton

farmers versus time. The adoption process is markedly di¤erent in the three villages. While

Kanzara displays a smooth adoption process, Aurepalle shows a sudden jump in 2005 and

Kinkhed a reluctant take-o¤ in the same year. In Andhra Pradesh, the �rst Mahyco Bt

cotton cultivars were approved by the GEAC in 2004. This might be one of the causes of

the delayed adoption in Aurepalle. The current adoption rate in Aurepalle, Kanzara and

Kinkhed, respectively, stand at 98%, 50% and 14%.

Tables 4.1 summarizes the properties of the distribution of the average (perceived) yield

of Bt and non-Bt cotton cultivars of the yield distribution game. These re�ect the current

beliefs about Bt versus non-Bt cotton in the three villages. One can see that the average of

the average (perceived) yield is higher in Bt cotton versus non-Bt cotton. This di¤erence is

however smaller in Kinkhed compared to Kanzara and Aurepalle.
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Table 4.1: Properties of the distribution of the average (perceived) yield of cotton

Bt Cotton Non-Bt Cotton

Average Deviation Minimum Maximum Average Deviation Minimum Maximum

Aurepalle 7.6 2.0 3.7 13.1 4.8 1.1 3.1 8.5

Kanzara 6.2 2.4 1.4 11.9 3.9 1.3 1.3 6.8

Kinkhed 5.5 1.3 3.7 12.1 3.7 0.7 2.1 6.9

Figure 4 shows the average number of farmers known that adopt Bt cotton in each year

in the three villages. Disregarding the 2007 data point, Figure 3 resembles Figure 2 in shape

for all three villages. If social learning is present, the number of farmers known in the past

years should a¤ect the adoption in the current year; if social norms and imitation are present,

the number of farmers known in the current year should a¤ect the adoption in the current

year.
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Concerns about the health and environmental implications of this new technology might

be one of factors driving social norms. In Aurepalle, Kanzara and Kinkhed, respectively,

13%, 51% and 55% of the respondents "agreed" or "strongly agreed" with (at least) one of

the following statements: "Bt cotton is hazardous for animal health: they might get sick or
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die when they eat the fodder", "Bt cotton is hazardous for human health: if you touch it

too much, you might get sick" and "Bt cotton is hazardous for the environment: it damages

crops and soils"

To conclude the descriptive statistics, Table 4.2 presents some selected results of the

random matching within sample experiment. Recall that each respondent draws 6 name

cards of VLS respondents and is given a set of 4 �xed cards with name of progressive farmers.

Denote the farmer on the card by x. The �rst column indicates the number of times that the

respondent knew x as a percentage of all the cards drawn. One can see that in a small village

like Kinkhed, literally everyone knows everyone. The second column gives, conditional on

knowing x, the number of times that the respondent thought that x was a farmer, again

as a percentage. Similarly, the third column indicates, conditional on x thought to be a

farmer, the number of times that the respondent thought that x was a cotton farmer. The

fourth column gives, conditional on x thought to be a cotton farmer, the number of times

the respondent knew both whether x was cultivating Bt versus non-Bt cotton and the yield

obtained by x. Once again, in Kinkhed, farmers not only knew each other by name, but

also by cultivar and yield.

Table 4.2: Results of the random matching within sample experiment

Know x? Does x farm? Does x farm cotton? Is there a "link"?

Aurepalle 88% 68% 57% 33%

Kanzara 99% 81% 70% 36%

Kinkhed 100% 83% 89% 60%

Table 4.3A. presents the results of the probit regressions using. 3.30 to de�ne the learning

term and a second order term for both learning and social norms, omitting the imitation term.

As the experience term perfectly predicts adoption, i.e., once one adopts Bt cotton, one does

not dis-adopt, this variable was omitted. Any interaction term of the learning variable with

the average experience of the other farmers is insigni�cant (results not reported).12 The �rst

12Note that including an interaction term using an ordinal variable measuring experience of a group of
other farmers ("very positive" up to "very negative") poses an aggregation problem across year. I included
only last year�s experience interacted with �ve experience dummies.
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two columns present the results of the regression one without the year*aurepalle interaction

terms. Both the probit coe¢ cient and the marginal e¤ects at the average are presented. The

second two columns present the results of regression two including the year*aurepalle inter-

action terms. Note that having one acre of land (i.e., of cultivable land) and one additional

able, adult household member increases the probability of adoption signi�cantly. The price

of cotton is insigni�cant, as are the female and male wages. Somewhat surprisingly the price

of the Bt cotton seed is signi�cant only at the 10% level in the �rst regression (and has the

"wrong" sign) and not signi�cant in the second regression. This could be explained by the

way this price is measured, i.e., as the o¢ cial price in each state, and as such might not al-

ways re�ect the price the farmer is facing. As the VLS has changed the way in which income

is measured in 2005, and income is not comparable across years, I opted not to include this

variable. 13 The �rst and second order learning term are signi�cant in both regressions at

the 1% level. According to the second regression, knowing ten more people that have adopted

Bt cotton in the past increases the probability of adopting with 2%. Note that the sign of the

second-order learning term indicates a concave learning e¤ect. The �rst-order social norm

term is signi�cant in both regression, but the second-order term is only signi�cant in the

second regression. The coe¢ cients in both regressions point at a concave social norm e¤ect.

Note that the size of the social norm e¤ect is substantial, having one more acre/farmer under

Bt cotton increases the probability of adoption with 11% in the �rst regression and 40% in

the second regression. None of the year*aurepalle interaction e¤ects included are signi�cant

in the second regression. The insigni�cance of the risk dummy in both regression one and

two is probably due to the rather crude measurement of risk aversion.14

13Before 2005 income was measured through a direct question to the respondent who is asked to recall
his/her income one year back. From 2005 onwards, income is measured through a set of modules as the
di¤erence between production valued at market prices and expenditures valued at market prices including
family labor on a three weekly basis of the di¤erent production activities.
14A farmer is considered risk averse if his willingness to pay for the �rst yield distribution is higher than or

equal to his willingness to pay for the second yield distribution. Recall that the �rst distribution second-order
stochastically dominates the second distribution.
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Table 4.3A: Results of probit regression one and two(without experience interaction terms)

Coefficient dF/dx Coefficient dF/dx
Land 0.0593307*** 0.007846 0.0574067*** 0.00895
Member 0.1630798*** 0.021566 0.1682035*** 0.02622
Pcotton 0.01161 0.0015352 0.0199229 0.00311
Pmale 0.01153 0.0015251 0.0074698 0.00116
Pfemale 0.02833 0.003747 0.0310347 0.00484
Pbtseed 0.000077* 0.0000102 0.0001367 2.10E05
Learning 0.008454*** 0.001118 0.013103*** 0.00204
Learning2 0.0000164*** 2.17E06 0.0000228*** 3.60E06
Norm 0.8638165** 0.1142327 2.606657*** 0.40628
Norm2 0.14415 0.019062 1.006277** 0.15684
Riskdummy 0.00114 0.0001509 0.0525934 0.00845
2004*aur 0.4689471 0.09342
2005*aur 2.5716 0.77412
2006*aur 1.602766 0.46405
2007*aur 0.0230077 0.00362
Constant 5.02087 4.146105

N=1074 N=917

Notes: *** signi�cant at 1% level, ** signi�cant at 5% level, * signi�cant at 10% level

Table 4.3 B continues using the same speci�cation for the learning term but including the

imitation term. One can see that the learning term remains signi�cant in regression three and

four, and it�s size is similar. The social norm terms became insigni�cant through inclusion

of the imitation term in both regression three and four. The imitation term and it�s square

are signi�cant in both regression three and four. It�s coe¢ cient is large; one acre/PF more

under Bt cotton increases the probability of adoption with, respectively, 7% and 11%. In

regression four, two of the year*aurepalle interaction terms become signi�cant. This might

point at an incorrect measurement of the price of Bt cotton seed in Aurepalle in those years.
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Table 4.3B: Results of probit regression three and four (without experience interaction

terms)

Coefficient dF/dx Coefficient dF/dx
Land 0.059404*** 0.0067928 0.0579811*** 0.0087744
Member 0.1573156*** 0.0179888 0.1625935*** 0.0246056
Pcotton 0.0306528 0.0035051 0.0071266 0.0010785
Pmale 0.0584956*** 0.0066889 0.0213299 0.0032279
Pfemale 0.0201931 0.0023091 0.0538998 0.008157
Pbtseed 0.0004956** 0.0000567 0.000074 0.0000112
Learning 0.0085215*** 0.0009744 0.0115225*** 0.0017437
Learning2 0.0000162*** 1.85E06 0.0000201*** 3.04E06
Norm 1.187079 0.1357407 0.9748837 1.48E01
Norm2 0.5442277* 0.0622316 0.2765595 0.0418523
Imitation 0.6230185*** 0.0712413 0.7744032*** 0.1171919
Imitationsquare 0.0468424*** 0.0053564 0.0474653** 0.007183
Riskdummy 0.0696148 0.0076748 0.0318526 0.0048856
2004*aur 1.216314* 0.3225766
2005*aur 1.378482 0.3782205
2006*aur 3.077141*** 0.8705021
2007*aur 3.409177 0.9114619
Constant 6.823411 4.349147

N=1074 N=917

Notes: *** signi�cant at 1% level, ** signi�cant at 5% level, * signi�cant at 10% level

Table 4.4 presents the results of the probit regression, using 3.31 to de�ne the learning

term and a second-order for learning, social norms and imitation. Interestingly, the male wage

is signi�cant in regression three and positive. The �rst and second order term of learning is

signi�cant both regression �ve and six. Knowing both cultivar and yield of one additional

farmer in the past increases the probability of adoption with respectively 1.2% and 1.6%.

Knowing both cultivar and yield of ten more additional farmers would therefore increase the

probability of adoption with 12% and 16%, respectively. Note the di¤erence in size compared

to the regressions in Tables 4.3 A and 4.3B. The second order norm term is signi�cant in

the �fth regression, but has a positive sign. Again, the imitation terms are signi�cant and

strong, with a size similar to the ones reported in Table 4.3B. The year*aurepalle interaction

dummies are signi�cant for three years.
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Table 4.4: Results of probit regression �ve and six

Coefficient dF/dx Coefficient dF/dx
Land 0.0687622*** 0.0073253 0.0721596*** 0.0102359
Member 0.1515644*** 0.0161462 0.151955*** 0.0215549
Pcotton 0.0238671 0.0025426 0.0032866 0.0004662
Pmale 0.0699416*** 0.0074509 0.0442642 0.0062789
Pfemale 0.029196 0.0031103 0.0629037 0.008923
Pbtseed 0.0005281* 0.0000563 0.0001811 0.0000257
Learning 0.1136583*** 0.0121081 0.1112562*** 0.0157818
Learning2 0.0049745** 0.0005299 0.0040113* 0.000569
Norm 1.471534 0.156763 1.405001 0.1993
Norm2 0.6583627** 0.0701356 0.5070752 0.071929
Imitation 0.6298538*** 0.0670985 0.8692402*** 0.1233024
Imitation2 0.0435762*** 0.0046422 0.0541322** 0.007679
Riskdummy 0.0083608 0.0008947 0.1121323 0.0167032
2004*aur 1.437179** 0.3916529
2005*aur 1.623972*** 0.4565078
2006*aur 2.321791** 0.693331
2007*aur 2.703037 0.794781
Constant 7.534237 5.780368

N=1074 N=917

Notes: *** signi�cant at 1% level, ** signi�cant at 5% level, * signi�cant at 10% level

5 Conclusion

Preliminary results indicate at strong social learning and imitation e¤ects, independent of

the way in which social learning is measured. The social norms e¤ect seem to depend on

the inclusion of an imitation term, pointing towards the fact that the social norms might

be mainly driven by the adoption behavior of the progressive farmers. In several cases, the

aurepalle* year �xed e¤ects are signi�cant. This might be due the incorrect measurement of

the price of Bt cotton seed in Andhra Pradesh.

The measurement of several variables can be improved. The prices of Bt cotton seeds

should re�ect the prices that farmers are facing in the market in each year and a variable

income should be included. Similarly, risk aversion should be measured using a continuous

variable rather than a dummy variable. In addition, both the ��s in the social norm term,
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the weights of the individual farmers in the social learning terms as well as the identity of

the farmers to be included in the imitation term can be further investigated.

The empirical analysis presented so far can be extended towards the input decisions

regarding Bt cotton: acreage, labor and pesticides. In addition, the econometric model used

could be re�ned taking into account the "time-e¤ects" of the seemingly irreversible adoption

decision.

Finally, the theoretical model presented leads itself to a more structural estimation of

the social norms and imitation function (3.3) and production functions.
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Appendix A

Equation 6.1 rewrites 3.8 in the recursive formulation:

V (Wt; Kt) = max
fct;dt;fLkt+1;Akt+1;xkt+1g8kg

[u(c; s)] + �E [V (Wt+1; Kt+1)] (6.1)

Assume di¤erentiability of the value function with respect to the two state variables. The

First Order Conditions with respect to Lbt;t+1, Abt;t+1 and xbt;t+1, respectively, are:
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With �L the Lagrange multiplier on the labor constraint and �A the Lagrange multiplier

on the land constraint. The Envelope Conditions with respect to the state variables W and

Kk, respectively, are:
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Note that:
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Appendix B

The theoretical model follows the following notation. upper-case letters for stocks and lower-

case letters for �ows. Letters written in bold denote vectors. Four kinds of subscripts are

employed, the �rst subscript denotes the individuals i, the second subscript denotes the other

farmer j, the third subscript denotes the crop-cultivar k, and the fourth subscript denotes

time t. Note that subscript i is implied unless otherwise noted.

Notation Description

u per-period utility function

c per-period consumption

s per-period non-material satisfaction

L labor

A land

K knowledge

W wealth

Ni set of farmers to whom i is connected

�ij parameter capturing the importance of individual j for farmer i in determining the social norm

yk yield of crop-cultivar k

�k stochastic component of the yield function of crop-cultivar k follows N(0; �k)

pi vector of prices of variable inputs

pk price of crop-cultivar k

d net-borrowings

r gross-interest rate
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Appendix C

The risk experiment is based on Lybbert and Just (2007). The experiment consists of a series

of hypothetical farming seasons. I use Fisher Price building blocks, vertically stacked up, to

represent yield distributions of cotton (seedcotton, in quintal per acre). Each block represents

5%. Green blocks represent high yield (8 Q/acre), yellow blocks represent medium yield (6

Q/acre) and red block represent low yield (4 Q/acre). I start with two trial distributions to

learn the game and then do the four experimens outlined in Table 1, in that order. For each

experiment I ask the farmer how much they would be maximum willing to pay for a bag of

cotton seed that gives this particular yield distribution (a bag su¢ cient that su¢ ces to sow

one acre of cotton in monoculture).

Table C1: Risk Experiment, Set-Up

Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3 Experiment 4

4 Q/acre 25 30 30 10

6 Q/acre 50 40 30 55

8 Q/acre 25 30 40 35

Average 6.00 6.00 6.20 6.50

Variance 2.00 2.40 2.76 1.55

The �rst distribution is the base line distribution. The second distribution has the same

average, but a higher variance than the �rst distribution. The third distribution has a

higher average yield than the �rst one, but also a considerably higher variance. The fourth

distribution �rst-order stochastically dominates the �rst distribution.

From the results of these experiments, I calculate a risk-aversion parameter as follows.

Assume that the farmer solves the following maximization problem 6.10 - ??, with ' denoting

the probabilities, WTP , Willingness-to-Pay, m, initial wealth, p, price of cotton, Q, yield

outcome, R, a minimum subsistence level.15

max
WTP

'1:u [m�WTP + p:Q1] + '2:u [m�WTP + p:Q2] + '3:u [m�WTP + p:Q3] (6.10)

15Alternatively, R can also be interpreted as a credit constraint.
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s:t:m�WTP + p:Q3 > R (6.11)

The Kuhn-Tucker First Order Conditions of this problem are, with � > 0 the multiplier on
the constraint:

'1:u
0 [m�WTP + pQ1] + '2:u0 [m�WTP + pQ2] + '3:u0 [m�WTP + pQ3] � 0(6.12)

�: [m�WTP + pQ3 �R] = 0(6.13)

[m�WTP + pQ3 �R] > 0(6.14)

Thus, there are two possible solutions, a corner solution and an interior solution. In the

latter case, the solution is characterized by:

'1:u
0 [m�WTP + pQ1] + '2:u0 [m�WTP + pQ2] + '3:u0 [m�WTP + pQ3] = 0 (6.15)

Adopting a constant relative risk aversion utility function, u = x�, 6.15 can be rewritten as:

'1:�: [m�WTP + p:Q1]
��1+'2:�: [m�WTP + p:Q2]

��1+'3:�: [m�WTP + p:Q3]
��1 = 0

(6.16)

From the experiment WTP, the outputs (Qs) and the probabilities ('s) are known. From the

data m and p are known. For each experiment, expression 6.16 can be (numerically) solved

for � within the interval (0,1). Averaging the resulting parameters and calculate the relative

risk aversion coe¢ cient:

Rr � �c:
u00(c)

u0(c)
= �(�̂ � 1) (6.17)

In the case of a corner solution,

[m�WTP + pQ3 �R] = 0 (6.18)
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Plugging in this into 6.12, one obtains:

'1:u
0 [m�WTP + p:Q1] + '2:u0 [m�WTP + p:Q2] + '3:u0 [R] � 0 (6.19)

Calculating R from 6.18 and (numerically) solving 6.19 one can obtain a range for �. Note

that as m, p, Q3 and R are all �xed for a certain household, the constraint is either always

binding or never binding for that household. As such, one can recognise a corner solution

by testing for WTP1 = WTP2 = WTP3 = WTP4.

Table C2 shows the average willingness to pay for the four lotteries in each of the villages.

Note the di¤erence between Aurepalle and Kanzara on the one hand and Kinkhed on the

other, across all experiments. Recall that the �rst experiment second-order stochastically

dominates the second experiment and any risk-averse farmer should be willing to pay less

for the second. The results indicate that this is often not the case.

Table C2: Average Willingness-to-Pay

Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3 Experiment 4

Aurepalle 495 546 648 743

Kanzara 640 644 753 516

Kinkhed 1142 1370 1597 1488
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Appendix D

De�ne HH as the number of households in the village, V LS as the number of households

sampled by the VLS in the village, C as the number of contacts (housholds) farmer i has in

the village and S the number of cards drawn during the sample-within-sample game. Given

HH, V LS, C and S, what is the probability of drawing x contacts of farmer i during the

sample-within sample game?

De�ne event Gx as "x number of contacts of farmer i are drawn during the game" and

event By as "y number of contacts of farmer i are part of the VLS", then:

P (By) =
CYC :C

V LS�y
H�C

CV LSH

(6.20)

P (GxjBy) =
Cxy :C

S�x
V LS�x

CSV LS
(6.21)

Using Bayes Theorem and the de�nition of average, one can caluculate that in Kinkhed, using

S=6, one would on average only draw 1.41 contacts of the farmer i if C=40. In Kanzara

this number is 0.71. During the game however, out of 6 contacts, the farmer knew often

4 to 5. This implies that the number of contacts (C) might be much higher than 40. In

fact, using a linear model, this would imply that, in Kinkhed, the farmer knows 66% of the

village. Another option would be is that the VLS sample actually created information links

that were not there before the VLS started. However, the answers to the question "after

becoming member of the VLS, how did your relationship change with person X?" indicate

that the latter is not the case.
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Appendix E

Continuing with the notation introduced in Appendix D, assume the behavior of farmer i,

denoted bi, is in�uences by individual characteristics (xi) and the aggregate behavior all his

contacts (j 2 Ni). Call 6.22 the "true model", with parameters a3; a4 and a5:

bit = a3 + a4:xi + a5:
X
j2Ni

bjt�1 + T;it with T;it ~ N(0; �T ) (6.22)

Assume that the set of contacts of farmer i all live in the village, or Ni � HH The VLS

samples around 15% of the households. Rewrite 6.22:

bit = a3 + a4:xi + a5:

24 X
j2Ni�V LS

bjt�1 +
X

j2Ni*V LS

bjt�1

35+ T;it (6.23)

Rede�ning the error term:

0T;it =

24a5 X
j2Ni*V LS

bjt�1 + T;it

35 (6.24)

And calculating the covariance between 0T;it and
P

j2Ni�V LS bjt�1:

Cov

 
0T;it;

X
j2Ni�V LS

bjt�1

!
= a5:Cov

0@ X
j2Ni�V LS

bjt�1;
X

j2Ni*V LS

bjt�1

1A (6.25)

If the contacts of farmer i each make their decisions individually and no correlated e¤ects

are at work either, covariance ?? is zero. However, if the VLS samples the links of farmer

i, but does not sample the links of these links who also happen to be links of farmer i that

are included in the sample, this covariance will not be zero. A non-zero, positive, covariance

will result in a biased estimate of a5, overestimating the e¤ect of social learning.

In the random matching within sample experiment one samples a subset of these links,

i.e., j 2 (V LS \S \Ni). The error term now includes an additional term. While the chance

of not sampling the links of the links goes up, the chance of these being links of farmer i that

are included in the sample goes down. The relative importance of each of these mechanism
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depends on the underlying network structure.

bit = a3 + a4:xi + a5:
X

j2Ni�V LS;j2S
bjt�1 +

24a5: X
j2Ni�V LS;j =2S

bjt�1 + a5:
X

j2Ni*V LS

bjt�1 + T;it

35
(6.26)
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